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Do It Now Remember It Later
Sleeping With Sirens

The other chord tab is fine, but I just thought this sounded a bit better. Capo
on the 
first fret (second fret also works if you want to play in a higher pitch),
standard 
tuning. Tabbed by lafawafa, hope you all enjoy!

Chords used: (displayed as EADGBe)
G - 320003
D - xx0232
Em - 022000
C - 032010
------------

G
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh
D
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh
Em
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh
C
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh

G
Seen this place before
                 D                                 Em
back when I was young and I had something more to prove
                                                    C
Now that I m older I ve seen all the things that I want

and I m ready to make my move

       G
We ll stare straight-faced, don t hesitate
      D
See, why would we want to make you bastards wait
      Em                                 C
Thank god, I got this chance, now I can say
              G          D
So now we ll say, we ll say

We re gonna do what we want

G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
D
When it all comes falling down
Em



We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to

Yeah, yeah, yeah

G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
D
Well look who s laughing now
Em
We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to

Yeah, yeah, yeah

G
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh
D
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh

   Em              C
Oh my, don t they hate to see us try
         G
Come on say what you think

It won t mean a thing
        C
In the end we re gonna be just fine

       G
We ll stare straight-faced, don t hesitate
      D
See, why would we want to make you bastards wait
      Em                                 C
Thank god, I got this chance, now I can say
              G          D
So now we ll say, we ll say

We re gonna do what we want

G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
D
When it all comes falling down
Em
We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to

Yeah, yeah, yeah



G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
D
Well look who s laughing now
Em
We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to
               G   D Em C
Yeah, yeah, yeah

We ll do what we want
Right now
Come on, come on
With or without you
We will never regret that
Don t you cross the line
Don t you cross that line

We ll do what we want
Right now
Come on, come on
With or without you
We will never regret that
Don t you cross the line
Don t you cross that line

(single strums in this part)
G                                              D
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
        Em
When it all comes crashing down
      C
We ll do what we want to
           G
Said we ll do what we want to
D
Yeah, yeah, yeah

G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done
D
When it all comes falling down
Em
We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to

Yeah, yeah, yeah

G
Remember when they said that what we want can never be done



D
Well look who s laughing now
Em
We ll do what we want to
           C
Said we ll do what we want to

Yeah, yeah, yeah

G
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh
D
Whoa oh oh, whoa oh


